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Parsing ma hine ode is the rst step for most analyses performed on binary les. These analyses build ontrol ow graphs (CFGs).
In this work we propose a ompilation me hanism that augments binary
les with information about where ea h basi blo k is lo ated and how
they are onne ted to ea h other. This information makes it unne essary
to analyze most instru tions in a binary during the initial CFG build
pro ess. As a result, these binary analysis tools experien e dramati ally
in reased parsing speeds - 3.8x on average.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Binary analysis is a ommon operation for performan e modeling [16℄,
omputer se urity [18℄, maintenan e [5℄, and binary optimization [11℄.
Ea h of these tasks requires parsing the exe utable le to identify fun tions, data segments, and their intera tion with ea h other. However, parsing exe utables is not a straightforward task and it is painfully slow sin e
it usually requires de oding every single instru tion in the binary. At the
higher level, even distinguishing ode and data is di ult sin e they are
often stored in adja ent memory. All the information about fun tions and
data lo ations is a tually known during various stages of ompilation.
However, only some of this information is stored in the binary in the form
of symbols. Binary analysis tools that operate on these exe utables have
to regenerate the information that is thrown away by the ompiler.
In this work, we propose a novel ompilation me hanism that stores
useful information about the layout of exe utable les in tables inside exeutable les. These tables enable identi ation of basi blo ks and provide
support for re onstru tion of edges between them. Binary analysis tools,
in luding those that aid development of high performan e appli ations,
an parse exe utables faster and more reliably using these tables. We
measured a speed-up in parsing up to 4.4x with an average speed-up of
3.8x. Sin e these tables are stored in a se tion that is not loaded into the
memory during exe ution, the memory footprint of exe utables do not
hange. Running times of these exe utables also remain un hanged sin e
we do not in any way modify the exe ution. The overhead in the ompilation time and the in rease in le size is manageable - both at around
23%.
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2 Di ulties of Binary Parsing
The pro ess of analyzing bytes from a le and generating abstra tions like
instru tions, fun tions and CFGs is alled binary parsing. It is a tedious
task with many hallenges, su h as distinguishing ode from data. Sin e
both ode and data are stored the same way, there is really no easy way of
identifying whether a sequen e of bytes orrespond to ode or data. Current parsing te hniques use hints to identify ode and mark the remaining
bytes as data. These hints usually ome in the form of symbols representing fun tions. From symbols, tools either follow a sweeping or a re ursive
strategy [20℄. In the sweeping strategy, tools rst use symbols to mark an
initial set of fun tions, then sweep the remaining bytes from the start of
the le and mark sequen es of bytes that resemble ode as program ode.
In the re ursive strategy, tools also start by using symbols to mark the
initial set of fun tions, then lo ate other ode se tions following all edges
and marking all targets as fun tion entry points, hen e program ode. In
some ases, un harted regions in the binary are then plugged into ma hine
learning algorithms to identify even more fun tions and ode regions [19℄.
Fun tions are omposed of one or more, usually several, basi blo ks.
A basi blo k is a sequen e of instru tions that ontains no ontrol ow
instru tions ex ept as the last instru tion of the blo k. If the rst instru tion in a basi blo k exe utes, it is guaranteed that all following
instru tions will exe ute. It is an abstra tion that is used by many types
of analyses. On e the fun tions are identied, their Control Flow Graphs
(CFGs) are built. A sample CFG an be seen in Fig. 1. Building su h a
CFG orre tly depends on orre t identi ation of basi blo ks and the
edges between these basi blo ks. Therefore, it requires the analysis tool
to inspe t ea h instru tion in a fun tion. This operation is error-prone,
espe ially on variable-length instru tion set ar hite tures where an error
in de oding an instru tion propagates downstream and make de oding the
following instru tions harder, or even impossible.

3 Compiler Help
During the build pro ess, ompilers onstru t an internal representation
of the sour e ode and generate ma hine ode using this internal representation. However, as soon as the exe utable le is generated, this internal
representation is thrown away. In this paper, we investigate the ee ts of
storing some of this information about the program inside the exe utable.
3.1

Basi

Blo k and Edge Tables

To speed up building basi blo k abstra tions inside binary analysis tools,
we developed a ompilation framework that stores the start address and
the address of the last instru tion of ea h basi blo k inside the exe utable
in what we all a Basi Blo k Table.
CFGs require identi ation of edges between basi blo ks. Our system
stores the sour e basi blo k, the target basi blo k, and the edge type of
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Fig. 1. A sample CFG and asso iated Basi Blo k and Edge Tables of a fun tion with
entry basi blo k, an If/Else stru ture, a loop, and an exit blo k.

ea h edge in the Edge Table. In this table, a basi blo k is identied by
its start address. In some ases, target basi blo k in an edge an only be
known during program exe ution. Su h ases o ur when the value of a
fun tion pointer or any other indire t bran h target1 depends on the user
input. In these ases, we leave the target basi blo k eld blank during
generation of the Basi Blo k Table. Su h edges an be lled in by the
parser after the program has laun hed and when the value of the target
address an be omputed.
Figure 1 illustrates what information is stored in the Basi Blo k and
Edge Tables based on the CFG shown on the left. For this example, assume
a, b, , . . . are the osets of the last instru tions of their orresponding
basi blo ks from the start of the fun tion. Sin e there are 6 basi blo ks
in the CFG, the Basi Blo k table has 6 rows. The rst row represents the
rst basi blo k: it starts at oset 0, and its last instru tion is lo ated at
oset a ; the next row represents the se ond basi blo k, and so on. The
Basi Blo k Table is followed by the Edge Table whi h has 8 rows, one
for ea h edge between basi blo ks. The edge from the entry blo k to the
else blo k is represented with the triplet of <0, w, Conditional> sin e it
is a essed by taking a onditional bran h. The edge from the entry blo k
to the if blo k is traversed when the onditional bran h is not taken and
when exe ution simply falls-through2 to the if blo k. The last row in the
gure represents the edge originating from the return instru tion. Sin e
the target of a return instru tion annot be determined stati ally, that
eld is left blank (marked with N/A in our example).
1
2

Although indexed jump tables also use indire t bran hes, targets of su h indire t
bran h instru tions an usually be identied using heuristi s.
`Fall-through' is a type of ontrol transfer where the exe ution of an instru tion is
followed by the exe ution of the next instru tion in exe utable's address spa e.
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3.2

Compilation Pro ess

Our ompilation me hanism mimi s a standard ompilation pro ess. We
developed a tool that modies assembly les and generates Basi Blo k
and Edge Tables.
One issue in the implementation is the need to support position independent ode su h as libraries that an be loaded at dierent addresses
in dierent exe utions of a program. Using absolute addressing does not
work for this type of ode. To handle this, the addresses in these tables
are stored as osets from the start of the fun tion.
Another issue arises when some fun tion denitions are merged by
the linker. During the build pro ess les that are linked with the in lude
dire tive from a sour e le are ompiled along with the a tual sour e le.
As a result all fun tion denitions in luded from a header le are ompiled
into the resulting obje t le. If the same fun tion denition is linked from
multiple sour e les, these fun tion denitions appear in multiple obje t
les that result from the ompilation of these sour e les. To avoid linking
problems, these fun tions are marked as weak. Linkers allow only one opy
of these weak fun tions to appear in the nal exe utable - the remaining
ones are dropped. Although these fun tions are identi al at the sour e ode
level, sin e ompilers perform optimizations individually on ea h opy of
the fun tion, the resulting ma hine ode may be dierent. As a result,
Basi Blo k and Edge Tables for these fun tions may dier slightly. Unlike
weak fun tions, tables with the same name annot be merged. Therefore,
our ompilation me hanism has to distinguish tables related to fun tions
that have the same name. As a result, we generate table names using a
ombination of the fun tion name and the name of the le that ontains
that fun tion. At the end, ea h table has a dierent name, and there is a
one-to-one mapping between fun tions and tables.

4 Evaluation
For evaluation, we used a simple binary modi ation tool we built based
on Dyninst [4℄, an instrumentation and binary analysis tool for HPC appli ations. Our tool reads in a binary le and rewrites it to disk with
simple instrumentation ode for basi blo k ounting. Sin e our analysis deals with every single basi blo k in the exe utable, the exe utable
le has to be parsed from top to bottom, orre tly lo ating every basi
blo k. We ompared the parsing speed of our tool with that of unmodied
Dyninst. Although Dyninst is traditionally known for its dynami analysis
apabilities, it also serves as a stati analysis tool with support for basi binary analysis and CFG generation along with binary rewriting. Like
other stati analysis tools, it makes use of symbols stored in the binaries
to improve its analysis, although the existen e of symbols is not required
in many ases. Therefore, we expe t our te hnique an improve similar
stati analysis tools in the same fashion.
We rst evaluated our system on SPEC CINT2006 [9,15℄. SPEC CINT2006
ontains a series of CPU-intensive exe utables that are sele ted to evaluate
the pro essor(s) and the memory system. All together, SPEC CINT2006
has about 1,047,000 lines of ode.
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Our next ben hmarks were the PETS libraries [2℄. PETS (Portable,
Extensible Toolkit for S ienti Computation) is a suite of data stru tures
and routines for the s alable (parallel) solution of s ienti appli ations
modeled by partial dierential equations. It uses MPI for parallelization. It
has linear and non-linear equation solvers and supports C, C++, Fortran
and Python. The PETS suite is omposed of about 872,000 lines of ode.
Finally we evaluated our system on the popular web browser Firefox (version 9.0.1) and all the shared libraries that ship with the Firefox
sour e ode. We evaluated our system on Firefox be ause its exe utables
are numerous and are relatively large. Moreover, it ontains hand-written
assembly les and the build pro ess involves using many un ommon ompiler options. Therefore, building Firefox has been a valuable test for the
robustness of our ompilation me hanism. The Firefox suite ontains approximately 5,335,000 lines of ode.
4.1

Environment

All experiments were arried out on 64-bit x86 ma hines that run the
Linux operating system. SPEC CINT2006 and PETS ben hmarks were
tested on a system that has 4 Intel Xeon pro essors with 6- ores ea h
and 48GB main memory. All our exe utables ex ept PETS were serial
appli ations. Therefore, we ran most of our experiments serially on a single ore. We used g 4.1.2 for building referen e exe utables and as a
ba k-end to our ompilation me hanism. Firefox experiments were run on
a separate ma hine due to the idiosyn rati requirements of the Firefox
build environment. As a result, Firefox runs were taken on a dual- ore mahine with an AMD Turion pro essor at 1.8 GHz with 2GB main memory.
On this system, we used g 4.6.1 for building referen e exe utables and
as our ba k-end. Sin e we never ompare results a ross these ma hines
dire tly, the results are not ae ted due to using two separate ma hines.
4.2

Experimental Results

Our rst experiment was designed to al ulate the time it takes to parse
a spe i exe utable using our analysis tool to show how mu h our tool
improves parsing speed. We then ran other experiments to evaluate properties of exe utables built using our ompilation me hanism and identify
any trade-os. Similarly, we ompared le sizes after the ompilation proess. At the end, we tested the runtime performan e of these exe utables
in terms of time and memory usage. We ran ea h timed experiment 5 times
and omputed the mean. We then normalized our ndings with respe t
to the exe utables ompiled with the gnu ompiler suite.
In our experiments, we observed that using basi blo k and edge tables redu ed the parsing time between 58% and 77%, and on average by
73%. Although the le sizes in rease by 23% on average, we believe this
situation is not prohibitive sin e the basi blo k and edge tables are not
loaded into memory during the exe ution of these binary les. We also
observed about 23% in rease in the ompilation time. Sin e this is only
a one time ost that appears while building exe utables, and it an be
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improved drasti ally by integrating the reation of basi blo k and edge
tables into the ompiler rather than a separate assembly pass, we believe
this in rease is a eptable.
Figure 2 shows the normalized parsing
times with SPEC CINT2006 ben hmarks with respe t to regular parsing.
We observed a high per entage of speed-up a ross the board while the
average binary parse speed-up is 3.7x (73% improvement over original
parsing time).
Experimental Parsing Results

Fig. 2.

SPEC CINT2006 Ben hmarks: Normalized Parsing Times by Exe utable.

Our next tests were arried out on exe utables in snes pa kage of
PETS suite. One interesting hara teristi of PETS exe utables is that
PETS libraries are stati ally linked into the exe utable les by default. As
a result, ea h exe utable ontains all fun tions in PETS libraries. One an
argue that the total ost of parsing these stati ally-linked exe utables is
higher than the ost if these exe utables were linked with shared libraries.
However, with the help of our ompilation me hanism, we redu ed the
parsing time 76% on average (4.2x speed-up). Due to stati linking of all
these PETS libraries in every exe utable, parsing time is more or less at
a ross all exe utables in this set be ause our tool parses mostly the same
set of fun tions for ea h exe utable.
As a nal set of exe utables, we de ided to use the Firefox exe utable
and all shared libraries that ship with Firefox. For this set of runs, we
operated on those exe utables that reside in memory when the Firefox
web browser is laun hed. We see a major improvement in parsing time
on e more as expe ted. The average drop in the parsing time is 71% (3.5x
speed-up) with the worst ase redu tion of 58%.
As the previous results show, our system onsiderably in reases the
parsing speed. Now we want to dis uss other evaluation metri s su h as
le size, ompilation time, and memory footprint of exe utables.
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Build Time Metri s Table 1 gives an overview of our experimental results
regarding build time and runtime metri s. In this se tion, we will dis uss
the build time metri s: le size and ompilation time.

Table 1.

Various Properties of our System (All numbers are normalized)

File Size Growth
Compilation Running Memory
vs. Standard vs. Debug
Time
Time Footprint
SPEC CINT2006
2.21
1.38
1.25
0.97
1.00
PETS
1.50
1.09
1.32
0.95
1.00
Firefox
1.17
1.21
1.13
0.94
1.00
Overall Average
1.63
1.23
1.23
0.95
1.00
Ben hmark Set

Sin e we are adding extra data to exe utable les, the size on disk
unavoidably in reases. On average, we are adding about 20 bytes of data
to the exe utable for ea h basi blo k, and two extra symbols to the
symbol table for ea h fun tion. Table 1 shows the normalized le sizes
a ross three sets of ben hmarks along with the overall average. Standard
shows the omparison of le sizes when they are built with no debug ag on
while Debug shows the omparison with the debug ag (-g ) on. We show
both numbers sin e we realize exe utables are often built with debug ag
on to improve debugging and other binary analyses on these les. The
highest in rease was observed by the SPEC CINT2006 ben hmarks with
121% in rease in the average le size with no debug ag on. On average,
we observed an in rease of 63% with no debug ag on, and 23% with the
debug ag on. We assert that this in rease is manageable sin e it does not
impa t the memory used during exe ution.
Another evaluation metri we used is the ompilation time. Sin e our
ompilation me hanism uses an intermediate step to pro ess the assembly
ode generated by the g , our ompilations take more time than the
original ompilations. The bulk of the in rease in ompilation time omes
from the ost of pro essing an assembly le as text, and writing out a
modied assembly le, again as text. Currently, this step is ostly and
our experiments showed a 23% in rease in the ompilation time (Table
1). We believe our system an easily be integrated into a mainstream
ompiler su h as g . Sin e ompilers already maintain the information
we generate using our me hanism, the added ost would be minimal expe ted to be the same as the ost of writing those tables to the binary.
This improvement remains as future work.
Running Time Metri s We next looked at the running times of the
exe utables built using our ompilation me hanism and their memory
footprint. The results are presented in Table 1.
In our experiments we have not experien ed any measurable in rease
in the exe ution time of the ben hmarks. The slight improvement we observed in the running time after using our ompilation me hanism is well
within the noise of the experiment.
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To measure memory footprint hange, we evaluated ea h exe utable
under Valgrind's massif tool [17℄ and measured heap memory and sta k
memory usage with --pages-as-heap=yes ag. Results indi ate that both
sta k and heap memory used by the programs remain about the same, as
shown in the nal olumn in Table 1.

5 Related Work
Parsing binary ode has been studied extensively in the past. Several resear hers reated higher level representations of ma hine ode following
binary parsing and the disassembly of ode. Examples of this approa h
in lude Cifuentes and Gough with their de ompiler, d [5℄, and Emmerik
and Waddington with their Boomerang-based de ompiler [7℄. More re ent
work on entrates on disassembly of obfus ated ode to identify mali ious
software [12℄. Some resear hers, su h as Aaraj et al. [1℄, ombine stati
disassembly te hniques with dynami analysis to ope with malware. Similarly, Brus hi et al. attempt to identify malware by building a CFG from
binary ode and omparing it with those of the known malware [3℄. Disassembly te hniques also made their way into the mainstream appli ations:
Many ommon tools su h as gdb, objdump, and IDA [10℄ generate disassembly of binary les. Many resear hers build CFGs on e the exe utable
le is disassembled. De Sutter's [6℄ and Theiling's [23℄ ontrol ow generation algorithms are su h examples.
All these systems, in luding Dyninst [4℄, make use of the debugging
symbols whenever possible. Many tools also perform a best-eort approa h
to identify fun tion lo ations if the symbols are not present, su h as Harris
and Miller's tool [8℄.
With this work, we let binary analysis tools benet from the knowledge
ompilers gather about exe utables during the build phase. There are
several binary analysis tools that an make use of our system. Examples
in lude ATOM [22℄, EEL [13℄, Pin [14℄, Valgrind [17℄, and Vul an [21℄.
All these tools reate some sort of internal representation of the binary.
Therefore, they all an benet from using the data stored in Basi Blo k
and Edge tables as mu h as Dyninst does.

6 Dis ussion
Parsing exe utable les is the rst step for any CFG-based binary analysis. Our experimental results show that our me hanism learly speeds up
parsing exe utable les. It is not hard to imagine bundling more information with the binary to speed up other binary analyses, or improve their
pre ision, su h as liveness analysis of registers or dependen y analysis.
However, there are also short omings of our work. One su h short oming is that our system adds 2n more symbols into the symbol table where
n is the number of fun tions. Sin e symbol tables are highly-optimized,
this issue is more of a nuisan e than a te hni al problem. In reased ompilation times might also be annoying for large frameworks su h as Firefox.
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However, we expe t that integrating our system with a full ompiler will
substantially speed up ompilation.
One improvement to our plain text table based system would be ompressing Basi Blo k and Edge Tables to redu e disk spa e demand. In
our preliminary experiments, we observed that ompressing Basi Blo k
and Edge Tables redu ed the size of these tables by about 78%. However,
sin e binary analysis tools annot read ompressed tables dire tly, they
would need to de ompress them before rst use. We plan to investigate
ee ts of using ompressed tables in terms of parsing performan e and
disk spa e in our future work.

7 Con lusion
Parsing binary ode is the rst step for most binary analyses. However,
it is ostly and impre ise espe ially on variable-length instru tion set arhite tures. In this work we introdu ed a novel ompilation me hanism
that improves the parsing speed of binary les when they are examined
by binary analysis tools. Our ompiler reates intermediate assembly les,
augments them with information about basi blo ks and edges between
them, and generates exe utable les using this augmented assembly ode.
We implemented an instrumentation program for basi blo k ounting
that rewrites a binary to the disk with the instrumentation ode using the
Dyninst library. We showed that running this analysis ode on various
ben hmarks resulted in up to 4.4x speed-up in parsing time, with an
average of 3.8x. Although the size of the binary les in rease with extra
data in the tables we generate, sin e these tables are not loaded into
memory during exe ution, the size of the runtime memory image of the
exe utable remains the same as before. Moreover, there is no runtime
performan e degradation due to these tables.
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